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Abstract: 
     The role of Management Information Systems is described and analyzed in light of its capability for decision 

making. Decision making process and its impact on top level management in a business organization is 

explained with an emphasis on automated decision making. Limitations and challenges of MIS are discussed 

and a set of six recommendations proposed for increasing the effectiveness of MIS in the decision making 

process.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

       Information Systems can be conceptualized in terms of three types of systems:  Transactional 

Processing Systems (TPS), Management Information Systems (MIS), and Expert Systems. MIS has 

several subsets such as Decision Support Systems and Executive Information Systems. The role of 

MIS in decision support is best discussed in the context of the subset referred to as Decision Support 

System (DSS).  A DSS is a computer based system (an application program) capable of analyzing an 

organizational (or business) data and then presents it in a way that helps the user to make business 

decisions more efficiently and effectively. It is basically an informational application which depends 

on the information already input while answering to a given query. For example, a decision support 

system could provide Comparative sales figures for one week/month and the next, Projected revenue 

figures based on new product sales assumptions, Consequences of different decision alternatives, 

given past experience   Sometimes there is an overlap between the broad categories of IS and a DSS 

could be capable of presenting information graphically through an expert system or artificial 

intelligence (AI). Usually the DSS is used by all levels of people within a business organization. Top 

level management uses DSS for strategic decisions, middle management uses for tactical decision 

while first line supervisors use deploy it for day-to-day operational decisions.   Therefore, the process 

of decision-making in any business is an inherently vital aspect not just for organizations but also for 

individuals who greatly rely on these decisions for their survival in the highly competitive arena of 

entrepreneurship (Al-Zhrani, 2010, p.1249-1251). More importantly, Management Information 

System (commonly abbreviated as MIS) has been an increasingly used tool in the institutionalization 

and making of decisions. DSS are a subset of MIS, for intelligent decision making. However, dispite 

the immense benefits that result from using MIS in decision making, some critics have, reportedly, 

been slowly—but surely—asserting that MIS poses surmountable detrimental effects to organizations 

and should thus be used sparingly or avoided if possible (Demetrius, 1996).   According to Kumar 

(2006), in order to define MIS, it must be principally divided into the three facets that constitute it—

which are: management, information, and systems. In furthering his ideas, Kumar simply defines 

management as the process through which managers plan, organize, initiate and control operations 

within their businesses. Essentially, a management can only exist when there are subjects/ workers to 

be managed Failure in one part means overall failure for the other parts since they are all designed to 
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function interdependently (Davenport & Short, 1990). Consequentially, a good management of 

information systems leads to good decision- making in business just in the same way poor 

management leads to poor decision making. It is based on this foundational concept that this paper is 

going to circumspectly analyze the roles of management systems in decision making. Notably, this 

study will be arranged as follows. The study will begin by giving a brief overview into the decision 

making process in businesses while establishing the point in which it links with MIS. From here, an 

expansive analysis and review will be done on the roles of MIS in improving decision making. This 

will then be followed by a mentioning of the questionable areas associated with MIS and decision 

making. After that, recommendations will be given to solve the underlying issues that result from the 

paper. Finally, a conclusion will be given to summarize the contents of the paper. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

       Preliminarily, it is inherent to state that decision making is an integral part of any business ( The 

maniac, n.d.). This is because a majority of operations in an organization revolve around decisions 

made by the management and other key stakeholders in the organization. And in order for decision to 

be made adequately, it is vital for there to be a good information system since decisions are based on 

information available.  In relations to this, Jahangir (2005) states that based on the significant role that 

information plays in choice of decision to be made, organizations must ensure that they have a good 

management information system. As a notable general observation, a good MIS ensures good decision 

making just in the same way bad MIS propel the making of bad decisions. UStudy.in (2010) supports 

the above observation by saying that “The quality of managerial decision-making depends directly on 

the quality of available information” and the managers should therefore cultivate an environment that 

encourages the growth and viable sprouting of quality information.  Essentially, before deciding on 

which MIS strategy to use, it is vital to ensure that the choice made is fully compatible with your 

current system. This will not only help in avoiding erratic choices but it will also save you the time 

and money that would have been otherwise wasted by that person (Rhodes, 2010; Jahangir, 2005). In 

addition to that, it is noteworthy for the MIS strategy or tool used to be in line with the decisions that 

are to be made. In other words, there should be a connecting point between the decision to be made 

and the MIS to be used by individual or corporate business owners (Jarboe, 2005).  As a key 

consideration, Management Information Systems is a highly complex and delicate arena that calls for 

a lot of caution to be taken by its managers. It is for this reason that it is recommendable for 

organizations to ensure that they carefully select the individuals who are placed to control the 

systems. The more cautious and professional a person is, the better the person gets an assurance of 

positive prospects of in MIS with regards to decision making and other related areas of business 

(Lingham, 2006). To begin with, MIS provides a fitting platform for good decision making (Kumar, 

2006). Essentially, without the established systems of getting information in MIS, it would be 

extremely difficult for organizations to make their decisions. This is because they would be forced to 

making baseless information due to the lack of confirmed information. Moreover, MIS normally lays 

a firm foundation for the establishment of concrete decisions through its systematic tools, timely 

information and adequate managerial policies and regulations.  Furthermore, Management 

information Systems’ statutes regarding businesses act as guidelines to business owners when making 

critical decisions about their businesses. As a result, managers and key decision makers are bridled 

from overstepping their boundaries or exceeding their business mandate. This is very crucial as it 

helps in keeping businesses checked and balanced thus ensuring that only proven decisions are 

considered while the untried ones are thwarted. More importantly, the capacity to guide decision-

making facilitates progress and improvement of the operations in a company (Lingham, 2006; 
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Chambers, 1964, p.15-20). In addition, most MIS programs are endowed with the capacity to give 

real-time updates of the occurrences in company or system. By real-time, scholars simply refer to 

immediate updates of occurrences in a system. These immediate updates help mangers to take 

necessary actions as soon as is deemed appropriate—especially during the discovery and management 

of crises. This augments progress and improvement in company operations through timely decision- 

making. This is important for companies in the modern-day generation where any slight lapse in 

decision making can lead to very huge losses (Allen, et al., 2010) Still, Management information 

systems are very elemental improving company securities (Davenport & Short, 1990). For example, 

in many instances, most management information systems can be easily programmed by the owner to 

conduct certain actions at certain times. In effect, managers can program the system to perform certain 

routine checks which can help in improving efficiency of a company through easy discovery of bugs 

or problems. Furthermore, the programmability of most MIS saves a lot of priceless time and 

resources for owners. In other words, through programmability, business managers can program the 

systems to automatically discover certain deficiencies and even solve them. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

      Rhodes simply believes that management information systems are a huge contributing factor in 

the getting of viable information from organizations. Sadly, very few organizations have been able to 

ardently take up on this role and even lead other organization in the society in doing the same. It is for 

this reason that there has been a limited improvement in decision making based on the tailoring of 

viable information. A candid way of solving this challenge is given later in this paper under 

recommendations.  Over the recent years, there has also been an increased usage of automated 

Management Information Systems. To a large extent, these automated systems have hugely 

revolutionized the decision-making process in a positive way ( UStudy, 2010). For instance, by using 

automated MIS, companies no longer have to rely on 24-hour services from workers. Instead, the 

machines are able to be programmed to do things on our behalf (Jarboe, 2005). Of course this offers a 

huge plus in decision-making since managers are relieved of making some decisions-especially the 

technical ones which can be best interpreted and solved by the automated system.  As a cautionary 

point, organizations should not entirely rely on automated systems-- especially when the decisions to 

be made have adverse implications to the organization. This is based on the alleged observation that 

auto systems may sometimes be faulty and thus require frequent periodic monitoring (Demetrius, 

1996). So in order not to fall a victim of over-relying on automated systems, Jahangir (2005) advices 

managers and company owners to ensure that they find a balance in utilizing the human element in 

operating while assigning some duties to the automate system. By blending the duties of these two 

extremes, Jahangir states that, this will ensure that both ends of the organization continue to actualize 

together while maximizing the potential for each side through check and balances of operations done 

by the management.. Again, MIS is renowned for vesting its operations on systematic methods of 

operations. Crucially, this ensures that decisions made in a business are orderly and well-planned—

which, in effect, encourages objectivity during decision making. As a result, businesses and the 

decision- making process are improved through its systematic and orderly formula of operating This 

is in great contrast with a majority of business tools, existing today, which are mostly hypothetical. In 

effect, decisions founded on MIS tend to be accurate and viable when compared to its counterparts—

which, in turn, encourage improvement of business decisions. Finally, Management Information 

systems play the crucial role of providing a wide range of streamlined options from which decision-

makers are able to make their preferred choices Vittal & Shivraj (2008, p.359-361). Vitally, this 
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ensures that whatever choices are made by decision makers, the outcome, more often than not, 

becomes positive. This, as a matter of fact, is the reason why many decision makers tend to prefer 

using MIS tools when making tough business choices. 

CONCLUSION 

       Despite the positives associated with the role of MIS in decision making process, there are a few 

challenges that are believed to limit the efficacy of MIS. The dynamic nature of MIS makes it difficult 

for some organizations to keep up with the principles, strategies, propositions or even ideas. Different 

situations call for different decisions to be made. This poses challenges to MIS theorists since some 

MIS tend to not be adaptable. The running of MIS programs tends to be relatively costly for some 

organization— especially small ones who are not well-endowed financially. Most organizations do 

not a well-defined decision making system. So even with the right MIS tools, very little can be 

achieved in terms of improving decision-making. Based on these limitations, Managers and business 

owners should find a way of tailoring information in a way that it fits various decision making 

processes in variant businesses. The management should encourage the effectuation of a mutually 

interdependent and balanced MIS where workers and automated systems are handled with due 

respect. Business entities should find a way inculcating teachings about new MIS in order to reduce 

the trend of businesses being left behind on new inceptions. A well-defined decision making system 

should be fledged in businesses so as to provide a viable working environment for MIS. A good place 

to start here would be the inception of a centralized place where all decisions in businesses are 

channeled through, Business managers must ensure that they employ (or alternatively outsource) 

professional personnel who are able to ardently run both MIS and the decision making process.   
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